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Abstract
ふ/1agnetic measurements、vere p rformed on WVoodceraHュics from rooHュt mperature up to
850°C  The magnetization curves of ヽヽ「o dceraHlics sho、、アed a local maxirnum and a local
Hュinilnum for the rnagnetic neld  ltis Suggested that the usual diamagnetisHl and the very sma■
ferromagnetis■l are coexisting,  The ferromagnetic components of them vanished at 780°C,that
is the same Curie temperature of pure iron  We detected iron in the、、アoodceraHュics by che■lical
analysis
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1.  Introduction
AH matters respond,rnore or less,to an external rnagnetic Field.  This response appears as
the magnetization of matter.  From the relation of magnetization to an external magnetic
Field, the matter is classined as ferromagnetic substance, paramagnetic substance or
diamagnetic substance.
In ferromagnetic substance, the magnetization is great and the characteristic hysteresis
loop is observed in the magnetization curve.  The magnetization of paramagnetic substance is
proportional and that of diamagnetic substance is inversely proportional to an external
magnetic Field  These magnetization are very small.
Woodceramic is a carbon material that is produced by impregnating phenolresin into、、‐oOd
and then baking it in an evacuated furnace,  So the magnetisrn of WVoodceramics is essentiaHy
diamagnetism.  However, only a very sman quantity of Hlineral is contained in the natural
Mrood material.  As in aberboard,processed、vood material may contain magnetic impurities
lt is considered that One of these,as iron or iron oxide,has an erect on the magnetization of
、voodceramlcs.
ヽヽre have found curious rnagnetization curves for、voodceramics through magnetic measure‐
ments and report as fo1lo、vs.
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